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A method used previously for inner-shell ionization in asymmetric ion-atom collisions is extended to include
charge transfer between the target inner shells and projectile E shell. We work in the energy rangeq'" = Rv/Z„e' & 1 and use an independent-electron model (Hartree-Pock) for the target. We treat the
interaction with the projectile as a time-dependent perturbation due to a bare charge moving on a straight-
line path. Our method, as for ionization, is very efficient in that with our target-centered expansion of the
system wave function, all requisite matrix elements needed at a particular projectile energy are pretabulated
and used at all impact parameters, A critical feature of our results is the recognition of the importance of
target continuum states of energy approximately equal to the kinetic energy (in the target frame) of the
electron on the projectile, and the development of a method to properly include such resonance states in our
pseudostate calculation. We present selected numerical results to illustrate our method and to demonstrate
the projectile energy and nuclear charge dependence of the cross sections. A general feature of the results
presented is that the computed cross sections are of the order of 0.3—0.5 times the Brinkman-Kramers.
estimate. Simultaneously, we also compute cross sections for electron stripping of the projectile, and find
them to be dominated by transitions to the above-described resonant continuum state of the target.
I. INTRODUCTION
Two different methods have been generally used
to compute charge transfer processes when a fast
ion impinges on an atom: approximation schemes'
and numerical calculations' in a Hilbert basis
space. A valid criticism of both methods as pre-
viously applied is that they are unreliable. Ap-
proximations by definition omit certain features
present in the real problem, and it is usually quite
difficult to estimate accurately the error so caused
in the final answer. Numerical calculations, on the
other hand, while in principle exact, are slow and
very expensive to perform. Because of this, con-
vergence in the number of basis states is difficult
to establish and is probably rarely achieved.
Recently a very fast numerical method has been
used for inner-shell ionization by fast ions. ' This
method is designed to be useful in an asymmetric
situation where the effective charge Z on one of
the centers is much smaller than the effective
charge Z„onthe other center. In this case, the
interaction can be treated as a small perturbation.
The time-dependent wave function is efficiently
described by an expansion in a basis set centered
on Z„.In this scheme the matrix elements can be
stored as a function of B, the internuclear separa-
tion, resulting in an increase by two orders of
magnitude in speed over conventional approaches
that use two or more centers. ' Convergence in
the wave-function expansion can therefore be
demonstrably achieved.
It is the purpose of this paper to extend this
method to charge transfer processes. Our ap-
proach is to solve the equation
g (+)
v'„+U(r)+ W(R)+ V(r -K(t)) e"
e
by a time-development operator approach, ' and
then to evaluate the T matrix for charge transfer,
(gc'T', (U+ W)4"). Here U(r) is the single-elec-
tron Hartree-Fock potential for the target atom.
The vector r locates the electron relative to the
target nucleus, which is held fixed at the origin.
The projectile describes a classical predetermined
path R(t). Throughout this paper we consider R
—= (B, Z) =(5,vt), where B is the impact parameter
and z, the velocity of the projectile, is assumed
constant. The function V((r —R(t)) is the interaction
between the active electron and the projectile nu-
cleus, and W(R) is a function of the projectile-tar-
get internuclear separation. For any choice of
W(R), the ionization and charge transfer cross
sections are independent of W(R) if the calcula-
tion is carried out exactly. An example of a ~g-
mencatty appropriate W(R) is one that cancels
the asymptotic Z~/R behavior of V, thus making
V+ W go to zero asymptotically faster than Z~/R.
This shorter range of V+ Q'greatly aids in the
numerical stability of the requisite integrals in-
volving t/'+ ~, as will be discussed in detail in
Sec. III. The function pc'T' is a solution of Eg. (1)
with U+ W set to zero, and in our present calcu-
lation represents the electron bound in the K shell
of the moving projectile with potential V. (Here,
and throughout, we refer to the collision partner
with the larger effective charge Z„asthe "target, "
and that with the smaller effective charge Z& as
the "projectile. ")
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An interesting feature of our investigation has
been the realization that a straightforward calcu-
lation of the T matrix for charge transfer in a
Hilbert basis (either one- or two-centered) will
converge very slowly. The reason for this will
be described in detail in Sec. II. Basically the
problem is that charge transfer takes place most
easily when there is very good energy matching.
Thus an important charge-transfer mechanism is
the following. The projectile, charge Z&, cap-
tures a K-shell electron by first exciting it to a
continuum state with matching energy (=,'m, v')
and then resonantly charge-transferring it (W. e
will later demonstrate with numerical results the
importance of correctly including this mechanism
in a charge-transfer calculation. ) The energy re-
gion in the continuum of the target for which the
latter process can occur is very narrow. Its width
can be estimated from the uncertainty principle
as dE-5/f= hvZJa, . In a Hilbert space, however,
the continuum of target states is replaced by a fi-
nite number of discrete states. The energy gap
typically present in these positive energy pseudo-
states is of the order of thy gap between the bound
states of the system, i.e. , yZ~e'/a, . Here y is
some factor less than unity that depends on the
number of basis states being used. In the region
of interest here, where rP~'= tv/Z„e'6 1 and Zz
» Z&, the energy gap between the positive energy
pseudostates can be much larger than the energy
region for resonant charge transfer. Thus most
diagonalizations of the target Hamiltonian in a
Hilbert basis will produce discrete pseudoenqrgies
&„,which miss the resonant energy region. The
corresponding charge transfer so calculated will
not include any resonance contribution. On the
other hand, as the basis is varied, by scaling with
a nonlinear parameter or by increasing the number
of states, it may accidentally happen that a pseudo-
state does fall in the resonant energy region. How-
ever, now the resonance contribution is overesti-
mated. This is because the positive-energy
pseudostates each represent an energy redo~ in
the continuum (of width roughly equal to the sepa-
ration between adjacent pseudostate energies),
and in this "straightforward" calculation the whole
- of such a region is being treated as being at a
single resonant energy.
Increasing the number of pseudostates in the
basis is not a practical means of solving this dif-
ficulty. Instead, we use a new method that treats
more accurately the discrete replacement of the
continuum states.
This is described in Secs. II and III. In Sec. IV
we apply it to calculate the charge-transfer con-
tribution to X(I,)-shell hole production by light ions
incident on nonrelativistic atoms treated in the
Hartree-Fock approximation. Generally, we show
that charge transfer between bound states has an
approximate Z~ variation with projectile charge,
and a magnitude between 0.3 and 0.5 of the Brink-
man-Eramers estimate. Comparison is made to
experiment. Because of time-reversal. symmetry,
we also calculate simultaneously the cross section
for removal ("stripping") of a K-shell electron
from a light projectile by a heavier target. We
present results for this process, and discuss its
Z~ behavior. We also note that such electron
stripping from the small-Z collision partner is
dominated by resonant charge transfer into the
continuum of the target.
II. CONTINUUM STATES AND PSEUDOSTATES
A basic relationship for formal manipulations in
scattering perturbation theory is
r '&(r -r') -Q x*(r)x„(r')
x,'(r)x (r')p(&) « (2)
0
Here xs(r) and x„(r)are the true continuum and
bound state wave functions, respectively, of the
unperturbed Hamiltonian H„viz.,
a,x,(r) = — , r' —+—,—+ U(r) x,(r)1 d, d L(3+1)y2 dy
= Zx,(r) .
The wave functions are of definite angular momen-
tum I, and p(E) is the density of states. This clo-
sure relationship is replaced in a standard coupled-
state calculation using pseudostates by an approxi-
mate one
r '&(r —r') —P p*„(r)f„(r')= g p„*(r)Q„(r'), (4)
m
'm&0
where here p„(r)are normalizable functions ex-
panded in a truncated set of Hilbert basis states,
which we represent by the projection operator P.
Hence
PH,PP„=e„P„.
For a short-range potential U we will have a
finite number of bound states x (r), and as the
basis states are increased in number, these bound
states will be accurately reproduced by the g„'s.
The continuum states cannot be, but it is true that
at the discrete positive energies &„that
x, (r) =X„y„(r),
where E„is an r-independent factor. Of course,
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TABLE I. Demonstration of Eq. (10) for the relation between the continuum pseudoenergies
and the widths &„.
2 ~+n
++n- i~ + ~n-1 Difference from &n ~~0~
7-state bas is 0.0
0.083
0.240
0.990
5.745
0.379
0.444
0.627
1.220
3.729
0.420
0.606
1.242
4.588
5.4
33
1.8
23
9-state basis 0.0
0.041
0.084
0.184
0.461
1.603
12.137
0.379
0.403
0.471
0.627
0.974
1.964
6.860
0.400
0.466
0.605
0.950
2.006
8.834
0.7
1.1
3.5
2.5
2.1
29
11-state basis 0.0
0.006
0.022
0.038
0.074
0.141
0.359
1.217
10.276
0.379
0.383
0.399
0.433
0.498
0.627
0.902
1.669
5.784
0.382
0.397
0.429
0.489
0.606
0.877
1.690
7.416
0.3
0.5
0.9
1.8
3.3
2.8
1.3
28
2 ~
~n+ ~n-f~ +Xn-g Difference from Xn 6~0~
6-point
Laguerre
integration
0.574
1.369
2.261
3.351
4.887
7.849
0.223
1.189
2.993
5.775
9.837
15.983
1.195
3.004
5.799
9.894
16.205
0.5
0 4
p 4
0.6
1 4
For titanium Hartree-Fock s states. Energies are measured such that the K-shell
orbital has zero energy. The energy & =1+.=p.379 has been added to the table in each
case. All energies are in units of Z~2e2/Qp.
fp g(x) dx =Q, W, gQ', ).
the identity of these two functions is only good in
the region restricted to not-too-large r as p„(x)
is bounded whereas y, (~) satisfies scattering
boundary conditions. In two recent papers, ~ for
example, it has been shown that it is possible to
accurately reproduce X, (r) with a p„(r)over a6n
satisfactorily large range of z. It is also straight-
forward to find N„by noting that
postulate that the scheme is like any other integra-
tion ru e in that certain abscissas &„areweighted
with widths h„and a finite sum produced which
approximates the integral. That is,
x, (r)= j,(&„r)+ 6, (r, r')U(r')g, (x')r"dr', (7)
'n
p 6„6„
and substituting from Eq. (6) for X„(r).We can
then find N„byvarious methods. '
To understand more thoroughly the replacement
of the integral in Eq. (2) by the sum of Eq. (4), we But if Eq. (4) is to hold, then this says that
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e„=2(6„+b,„,)+ e„, (10)
should hold. In Table I we give an example of this
rule for diagonalization of a Hartree-Fock Hamil-
tonian for s states, in bases of 7, 9, and 11 states.
The atom considered here is titanium. It is typical
of the cases we consider in that it may be accur-
ately treated nonrelativistically. In general we
found that Eq. (10) is more closely obeyed as the
size of the basis is increased. For comparison we
examine the analogous rule for Laguerre integra-
tion. The &„andb,„,as well as the S', and &, in
I aguerre integration, can be observed to obey nu-
merous other approximate relationships, for ex-
ample that 6„=~((.„~—a„,).
Of course, this agreement is only an indication
that our derivation is correct. It in no way consti-
tutes a mathematical proof, which is far beyond
the intent of this work. It has to fail, of course,
for the last interval, which is infinite in extent.
This in itself indicates the necessity noted in our
previous work of making sure the basis chosen
adequately spans the energy range of interest,
for of course no finite rule can adequately replace
every integral.
This brings us to the real point though. In a
practical application we will always be interested
in an energy weighted integration. For example,
in the interaction picture for a time-dependent
problem we are interested in exponentiating the
Hamiltonian H, . To do this we use closure and
wri. te
exp ' r 't')(r —r')Het
iEt
*(r)x (r')p(+)
kp
+ P exp ' " )x'(r)x„(~')
N2 h„p(e„)= 1.
As we know Ã„,we can calculate h„and find the
weight „which the diagonalization of PH,P in our
basis has provided for each pseudoenergy. '
A useful test of this postulate can be obtained
by noting that if it is true then the whole energy
range of E must be spanned and there should be no
gaps. That is, the relation
= P exp(ie„tt)g~(r)g„(r')F„, (12)
where
sin(h„t/2if) sine
tx„t/21
Here we include the bound states in the sum, but,
recognizing that as these are genuine discrete
states, their 6's are zero.
Note that for small enough times I; the correction
factors I'„to be applied to the normal scheme of
Eq. (11) are unity. For example, if we are inter-
ested in K-shell ionization, the order of magni-
tude of t is given by a,/(Z„v). Thus for this case,
since b,„=yZze'/a, as pointed out in the introduc-
tion,
~
= yz~e'/mv = y/2'' ".
The error in replacing the E„'sby unity is thus of
the order of y'/24'. Inthe typical bases shown in
Table I, y is of the order of 0.5 or less and a
small error is made by this approximation. These
then are the underpinning numerics on which the
conventional coupled-state approach to the contin-
uum problem rests.
For charge transfer in an asymmetric situation,
the conventional procedure fails because large
times are involved. The K-shell projectile bound
state extends a distance aJZ~, and the error now
made in the conventional approach should be esti-
mated from a time a,/Z~v. Thus the error in re-
placing E„byunity is a factor of (Z„/Z~)' larger.
In Sec. III we use these ideas for a successfully
convergent treatment of charge transfer.
III. CHARGE TRANSFER
mentary test, the scheme of Eq. (11) may still
fail. . For large enough "t", i.e. , when t( „t/5a'1,
the oscillations caused by the exponentiation of E
may be too severe for Eq. (11) to work. Recog-
nizing this, an alternative representation of
exp(iH, t/5) is given by
r '5(r —r') exp(iH, t/5)
6n+~n~2
exp(i Et/k)N2 g„*(r)p „(r')
n en an
x p(6„)dZ
exp " „*r„x'. 11
n, a11 states
If our basis is adequate [a good test of which is
that there are no gaps, i.e. , that Eq. (10) is sat-
isfied], then we may correctly replace y, by
~n
N„(t)„(r)as discussed above. However, it is true
that while our basis may have passed this rudi-
Eventually we would hope to treat many-electron
atom-atom collisions, but for now we restrict our-
selves to the situation in which we have one elec-
tron and two nuclei. Thus the effective charges
Z~ and Z„we take to be the nuclear charges of the.
projectile and target. One of these, the projec-
tile, we treat in a hydrogenic model, i.e. , it is
taken to be a proton or other bare ion. We also
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restrict ourselves in this paper to consideration
of transitions to or from the K shell of the pro-
jectile. The target nucleus is treated as a fully
dressed neutral atom, and we calculate charge
transfer to and from the Hartree-Fock K, I., etc. ,
shells and the Hartree-Fock continuum of the tar-
get. Time-reversal symmetry implies that our
calculations are as appropriate to electron strip-
ping from a hydrogen atom by collision with a
copper ion as they are to electron pickup by a pro-
ton from a copper atom.
The reason for the above choice of projectile and
target potentials is that this model is entirely ap-
propriate for calculating the contribution to K-
shell. hole production by bare ions incident on an
atom. In an earlier paper' in this work it was
shown. that as long as the atom under consideration
could be treated in the independent particle model,
then the cross section for K-shell hole production
was given by paying no regard to the presence of
the other electrons but rather by just considering
excitation of a single K-shell electron above the
Fermi sea. In a recent paper' it has been shown
that. this single-elect~on model also applies in the
charge transfer contribution to K-shell. /zone pro-
duction as long as the projectile states are accu-
rately treated in the independent-particle model.
The same statement can be made only approxi-
mately about calculations of cross sections for
charge transfer accompanied by the production of
K-shell holes. In these processes antisymmetry
destroys the independence of the single electron
transitions involved. We do not attempt to calcu-
late detailed cross sections for such events in this
preliminary work, and conclusions drawn as to the
relevance of our results to such experiments'
should be treated with caution. Here then our cal-
culations are only strictly appropriate to K-shell
hole production or to genuine single-electron sit-
uations.
The probability amplitude for charge transfer
from a target state of energy E (measured from
the X-shell energy) to the X-shell of the projectile
incident at impact parameter B is given by
(14)t* tt't' - —=f't' exp(ixZ).(f exp( f~R —r~)exp(tx, r)( —tfteW) tp(t tRr)dr)dZ t„+t=—&4m '
The cross section for such a process is obtained
by integrating over impact parameter
m~~ tc T BdB.
In accord with the above comments an additiongl
factor of 2 would be needed to account for the
presence of two electrons in the initial state, for
example, the K shell, of the target. In E(l. (14),
R and r are measured in units of a„=a,/Z„. In
this system of units
f = Z,/Z„, X,= -av/Z»e'-=-q"',
U„Fconsists of the screening and exchange inter-
actions of each electron with the others, treated
in the Hartree-Fock approximation, and
W ~fW= f [1 —exp(-R) ]/R,
V~yV=-y/iR-ri.
These potentials will be discussed in more detail
shortly. We have pulled a factor f out of V and W
to facilitate later discussion of the f dependence of
the cross section. The wave function 4" satisfies
the equation
0 "(r,Z) = y»(r ) exp(- iX»Z)- if exp(- iH Z)q 'f R
and
.
'n" '+ (I» —4y')/q"'—
I Z
x l . expiH, Z' V+5'
&Co
where I~ is the K-shell ionization potential for the
target atom. The potentials are replaced by di-
mensionless quantities. Thus
U~U= --+ U„F,r
where I/r is the-electron-nuclear attraction and
x @"(r,Z') dZ', (16)
H, )(» = (aff/hv)HR)(»= (a»&/Kv)xz = Xz)tz
defines H„g~, and X~. The first Born approxima-
tion for 4~" corresponds to taking the first term
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on the right-hand side of Eq. (16). The probability
amplitudes computed with this first Born 4 ' we
will refer to as tU» t~ » and t~~ ~= t~ 3+ t~ ~.
The function W(R) can be chosen for convenience,
as the probability ~tc»~~' is independent of W in an
exact calculation, within a time-dependent approx-
imation to the scattering such as ours. We tested
our numerical procedures by demonstrating this
to be tlie case. The choice of W(R) used for the
results reported here was (1 —e»)/R. ' This has
the property of keeping V+ W of O(R ') as R goes
to infinity, a very useful result as we shall see
later. This W(R) is also finite at the origin. A
variety of other choices of W(R} have been used
in first Born calculations of charge transfer. The
well-known BK approximation of Brinkman and
Kramers' uses no W(R). Halpern and Law" took
W(R) to be the full projectile nucleus-target nu-
cleus interaction, making W(R) = Z»/R in the pres-
ent units. [They referred to this choice of W(R) as
giving the "Jackson and Schiff amplitude, "as an
analogous full internuclear interaction was used
by the latter authors in a treatment of p+ H charge
transfer "] N. ote that with either of these W(R),
V+ W has an asymptotic 1/R [or (Z» —1)/R] be-
havior. Thus with our methods either of these
choices would be numerically inconvenient if the
calculation is carried past first Born. A choice of
W(R) somewhat similar to ours, W(R) = 1/R, has
been used by Omidvar et al. , and yet another
choice has been made by Band." The aim of all
these choices is to minimize the higher Born
terms, an ambition which has particular merit if
one intends to neglect them. Our numerical. and
analytical investigations lead us to the conclusion
that in this regard our choice of W(R) is superior
to the others mentioned above. For all results re-
ported here, our W(R) makes the first Born cross
section vc» fairly close in magnitude (specific
numerical examples will be given in Sec. IV) to the
cross section we calculate with our accurate 4~+'.
As an example of the independence in our calcu-
lations of
~to~ ~' and o c»~ from the choice of W(R),
consider 6-MeV +-particle projectiles incident
on titanium. (This target atom, projectile, and
projectile energy choice is representative of those
for which cross sections are to be presented in
Sec. IV.) In addition to our usual W(R) =(1 —e»)/R
we also used
where p„is the Hartree-Fock EC-shell orbital for
titanium. This W(R) is approximately (1 —e '»)/
R —e '» and makes (f,, ~ V+ W ~ P„)equal to zero.
For this latter W(R), as compared to the former,
ac»~ » for the target K-shell changed by about 25%
whereas o c»~ changed by less than 1%.
The target atom potential U(r) was written as
the sum of two terms
where U„~contains the effects of screening and
exchange due to the other electrons in the atom.
This U» was represented as the Hartree-Fock po-
tential V„~from the compilation of Clementi and
Roetti, "expressed in the present units and ex-
panded in the same set of basis functions used for
expanding e~". That is,
The 1/r -part of U was treated separately so that
the remainder would be finite at the origin and
thus more easily expandable in our basis.
It is instructive to examine tc~ in the limit Z~,
or f, -0 with Z» held fixed. For direct collisions
one is used to the idea that in the limit of small
perturbation 0z"(r, Z)-4+~'(r, -~), i e , t.he. Born
approximation should be accurate both for the
wave function and amplitude. Consider, however,
the result of replacing 4»"(r, Z}
by exp(- iX»Z}x»(r ) in Eq. (14). In the f - 0 limit,
if one sets fW to zero and replaces exp(-f ~R —r ~)
by unity, then the Z integration is trivial and
gives tc»~ ~ 5(X, -X»). If X, 4X», i.e. , we are not
in the continuum resonance region, then this low-
est-order (in f) contribution to tc»~ is zero. The
first nonvanishing term in the first Born amplitude
must come then from fW and from the term pro-
portional to f in the expansion of exp(- f ~R —r ~).
In either case this produces an extra f, making in
the asymmetric limit the first Born term the same
order in f as the second Born term. The impor-
tance of the second Born term in charge transfer
has also been demonstrated by Drisko, ~ who
. showed that in the limit of high energy the second
Born term dominates over the first.
The above discussion also shows that at reso-
nance, where X~=X» the Born term t~
~
will
dominate. The physical meaning of this result is
easy enough to understand in the time-reversed
situation where the light projectile with a bound
electron is incident on a heavy target. A.s the elec-
tron enters the strong target potential. it loses
contact with the projectile and enters a continuum
state of the target with energy - ,'m, g'+I» (No-te.
that if E, relative to the K shell, is ~m,v'+I+,
then X»=~vP '+I»/rP '=A, ) As noted in Sec. I,
the internal velocity of the electron in the projec-
tile gives a natural width to this state. This width
is now readily calculated by examining the Z in-
tegration in Eq. (14) (with f very small, but not
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zero). This gives an integral of the form (assum-
ing r «8 in the region of interest)
exp(-fA) exp[i(X„—X~)z] dZ
~00 I
2fBH,J(B[f'+ (j(, j(~)']»'} 2f
(f +(j( j( ) ] l f' +(j,()(s)
(17)
The last expression is obtained in the limit that fB
and (X, —Xz)B are small. This factor is of great
importance in the following discussion. In terms
of energy it corresponds to a resonance of width
t where
1'= jl()f/a„=Z~jlu/ao.
This is exactly what we estimated from the uncer-
tainty principle in Sec. I. Note also the difference
in the B dependence of t~~ on and off resonance.
For large B, K,(aB) behaves approximately like
e ~ and thus causes t~~ to fall off in B as
exp[-(X, —X~)B] off resonance and as exp(-. fB) on
resonance. Thus the resonant tc~ "sticks out"
much further in B. This gives an additional rea-
son why t
~ ~
dominates in Oc~ at resonance. At
the larger B, V+ 5'is small. and the first Born ap-
proximation for C~~+' is accurate, and for large
B, W is much less than U. These above-described
qualitative features will be further discussed in
terms of actual numerical results in Sec. IV.
As discussed in Sec. I, these continuum reso-
nance states provide a natural set of window states
for all other capture processes. However, the
amplitude for resonance transfer [Eq. (17)], is a
rapidly varying function of energy for small f and
thus cannot be accurately integrated with a prac-
tical number of pseudostate energies. Hence for
the exp(-iH, Z) factor in Eq. (16) we must use the
modified pseudostate expansion of Eq. (12).
The above comments are all based on a consid-
erati. on of f g. As W falls off as 1/8, large values
of Z are not nearly so important in t
~, and t ~ is
a more slowly varying function of X~. Also note
that whereas we have argued for a special treat-
ment of the exp(-iH, Z) factor in Eq. (16), there
is a exp(iH, Z') to be considered as well. But as
V+ W has been carefully chosen to vanish at in-
finity at least as fast as B ', values of Z' do not
become large enough for exp(iH, Z') to cause
trouble.
Using Eq. (12) for exp(-iH, Z) in Eq. (16) and
introducing a conventional pseudostate expansion
[Eq. (11)] for exp(iH, Z), we write t'), the charge-
transfer probability amplitude from the kth bound
state of the target atom, as
t'~ =q 'j" — 'j" exp' X, —X„Z exp — 8 —'r exp jX,.r U+ 9 „'rY, r
(nlrb)
((t)'„(r')Y, (r')~ exp(i) „Z)e,(r', Z)dz, (16)
X(nlm)(nlm)'( n&
x ((I)t; Y,
~
e px(i „j(z)C,(r, Z,,)) .
The matrix T is defined as'
(19)
7 (z., z, ) = o(z., z. ,)o(z.„z.,) o(z„z,)
where
Zp
O(z~, Z, ) = exp[-i)j '~'f Vrdz],
Zg
(20)
where )( = a„a„z/2jiv We f'in. d the matrix element
(t'Y(,)„~exp(A„Z)4'„)from a time-development U-
matrix approach. ' That is,
(())„'Y) ~exp(ij(~ )e,(F, Z ))
and the matrix V has elements
(y„'Y,„~(y+W) ~(t „',Y, ) exp[i(j(„-j(„,)Z] .
With this procedure we retain the simplicity of a
finite coupled-channel cal.culation and yet have a
valid treatment of the continuum resonance con-
tributions. A calculation was also performed in
which the sin)(/(( factor was included in the com-
putation of the diagonal matrix elements of the U
matrix. No change in either the charge transfer
or ionization cross sections occurred, providing
explicit numerical verification of the above con-
tention that large Z values, and hence the sin)(/)(
factors, are not very important in these integrals.
The sum on (nlm) is taken over all states, with
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6„setto zero for the bound states, which are
identified as those having energy below the ioniza-
tion threshold. The basis functions used to expand
the P„',Q„'=Q,d„',uI(r), were of the form used be-
fore, 3
u', =r' exp(-pc. p). (21)
The n, are suitably chosen complex numbers and
p is an overall scale factor. We always chose our
basis so that it has a X„equal to Xy That is, there
is always a state on resonance in our basis, for
each angular momentum (Im). This means that
the basis is changed as a function of energy. This
is done using the scale parameter p.
An interesting question is what is the effect on
the amplitude tc~ of setting the 6„'sto zero. It
turns out that it has negligible effect in. all inter-
mediate states except the resonant state and the
states either side of resonance, which are gen-
erally affected rauch less than the resonant state.
The contribution from the resonance state is gen-
erally decreased by a factor 5 if the correct av-
eraging over energy is used as opposed to setting
the state exactly on resonance and not averaging.
From Eq. (17) we estimate 6 as
5=fmhvlh„aN. (22)
It is instructive to now examine tc~ for its f
(or Z~) dependence by considering 4" to be ex-
panded in a Born series. Heuristically, one can
see the following. For charge-transfer processes
.off resonance, as X, -X, is generally greater than
f, we obtain a factor f from the Z integral of Eq.
(17). In the first Born term this combines with
the f'~' factor in ter that comes from the projec-
tile E-shell wave-function normalization to give
an f dependence of f' for the cross section for the
first Born term from the potential U. For the po-
tential W there is the f in fW that combines with
the f'~' from the wavefunction normalization to
give a similar f't' factor in the amplitude. For
W the Z integral is of the form (for B» r)
'"exp[-f8+ t(X, —X&)Z]
R
= 2ftofB[(x, —x„)2+f']~'k, (23)
which is independent of f off resonance. Thus the
first Born amplitude for the potential TV also gives
an f' dependence in the cross section. The sec-
ond Born term for this process is on.the other
hand dominated by the ~nternzeChate resonant state
(which is altvays present). Hence the U part of
the potential dominates and the factor from the Z
integration is now vhv/b, ~„,independent of f as
discussed above. The f dependence thus comes
from the f'~' projectile K-shell normalization fac-
tor and from an f due to the fact that we are now
considering a second-order perturbation [see Eq.
(16)]. We thus obtain an f' f dependence in the
cross section from the second Born amplitude,
the same as from the first Born. It is probably
this identical scaling law for the Brinkman-
Kramers approximation (first Born, W= 0) and
for the more accurate second-order calculation
that allows a suitably renormalized Brinkman-
Kramers calculation to fit the experimental data
so successfully. It should be noted that our con-
clusions differ from Lapicki and Losonsky" who
have used the idea of increased binding to estimate
effects beyond the first Born. This approach for
small f gives a correction of the order of f' to the
Brinkman-Kramers cross section, in exactly the
same way as it gives an f' correction to the first
Born (f') estimate for ionization.
For resonant charge transfer, the situation is
different. Here the first Born U-potential term
dominates, and the resonance factor f/[f'+(X,
-X„)']must be handled with care. To calculate
charge transfer to the whole resonance region of
the continuum of the target we must square this
Born amplitude and integrate w ith respect to con-
tinuum state energy. To do this %e can use our
new integration scheme, but must average after
we square the Z integral, not before. This energy
averaging gives a f ' factor, which combines with
the f' from the square of the projectile bound state
wave-function normalization to give probabilities
at each impact parameter that scale as f'. For the
cross-section f scaling one must also note that the
e ~ large B dependence of the resonant amplitude
gives an additional 1/f' dependen. ce. Thus with all
these effects combined, the resonant cross sec-
tion should be approximately independent of f.
This gives an approximate behavior independent of
Z~ for the dominant contribution to electron strip-
ping from a light projectil. e by a heavy target.
So far we have concentrated our discussion on
those aspects of our calculation which differ from
the generally used treatments of charge transfer.
Even without the complications produced by con-
tinuum resonance effects we still have the problem
of evaluating the integrals for tc~ in a rapid, ac-
curate, and tractable manner. To elucidate our .
approach to this we give some technical, though
important, discussion of the calculational procedure
in the Appendix. In Sec. IV we discuss our re-
sults.
IV. RESULTS
The number of experiments performed in which
charge transfer is directly measured or thought
to be of importance is growing at a rapid rate and
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TABI E II. Demonstration of convergence in the num
ber of basis states;6-MeV/amu o, particles on titanium.
Charge capture cross sections for specific target initial
states {in units of 10 cm ).
Basis ls 2po
Vs, Vp
9s, 9p
lls, llP
0.1335
0.0989
0.0970
1.148
1.004
1.044
3.425
3.302
3.352
4.394
4.809
4.558
it has thus been difficult to choose which type of
calculations it is most useful to perform first. In
this preliminary work we decided to limit our-
selves to answering some simple (we hope global)
questions about charge transfer that seem most
frequently to arise in discussions: How does
charge transfer vary as a function of energy and
as a function of projectile charge'? How does the
cross section compare to the Brinkman-Kramers
estimate? What is the projectile charge depen-
dence for electron stripping from alight projectile,
etc. ?
To answer these questions it has been necessary
to perform large numerical calculations, and now'
we must address the problems of reaching conver-
gence and of avoiding computational errors. The
exchange matrix elements were checked by eval-
uating the Br inkman-Kramers hydrogenic ampli-
tude analytically and numerically. The Hartree-
Fock potential construction in our basis was
checked by using both the post and prior form in
the Brinkman-Kramers (tc s) expression. As we
have seen, in the small-f limit [Eq. (1T)) analyt-
ical approximations may be made to simplify the
expressions involved. In work not yet published,
Fitchard" developed these methods to produce an
analytic second Born calculation for charge trans-
fer. As a test our code was run for first and sec-
ond Born terms only and compared to a similar
calculation following Fitchard's development. In
all these tests satisfactory agreement was found.
Convergence in the number of basis states is of
prime importance in work such as this. Here we
have included only s and p states in the calculation
of 4". We were guided in this by our experience
with the ionization calculation, ' where in similar
asymmetric collision circumstances d states made
less than 5% difference in the cross sections. Fur-
ther, they only needed to be included in the first
Born terms, and played very little role as inter-
mediate states. A full examination of the role of
d, and higher angular-momentum states, in our
treatment of charge transfer is in progress and
w'ill be presented in a later paper. The restric-
tion for the present to s and p states is thus ad-
mittedly one aspect of our calculation where con-
vergence has not yet been demonstrated.
In the s-p space we used basis sets of 7, 9, and
13. states for each m value, e.g. , 7s, 7p m= 0,
and 7p m= 1 states. An example of convergence is
given for 5-MeV/amu a particles incident on ti-
tanium in Table II. This is for charge transfer
from the target K shell and 2s, 2p„and 2p, com-
TABLE III. Effect of the treatment of the resonance contribution; 2.5-MeV protons on
argon. Charge capture cross sections for specific target initial states {in. units of
10 2i cm2)
Basis {7s,7P) 1s 2pf
I; Q factors included;
resonant s and p states
present
0. 0305 1.379 2. 740 2. 650
II; same basis as I, but
with ail n„factors set
to zero
0. 0269 1.321 2. 713 2. 640
III; all Q factors set
to zero. Basis adjusted
so that resonant energy
is roughly midway between
ad jacent eigenvalues for
both s and P states
First Born cross section
Brinkman-Kramers cross
section
0. 0117
0. 0088
0. 0398
1.229
1.846
2. 011
2. 552
3. 149
3. 800
2. 566
2. 848
6. 997
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TABLE IV. Energy dependence of target &- and I--shell charge-transfer cross sections.
n-particles on titanium; (9s, 9p) basis; cross sections in units of 10 cm .
E ( Mev/R mu) 0'c T
&-shell
H.atio to FI.rst Born,
BK for (U+fW) acr
L-shell
Ratio to
BK
First Born,
for (&+fW)
0.950
0.994
0,989
Q.929
0.833
0.348
0.305
0.322
0.089
0.619
1.151
1.279
1935.0
366.2
91.2
29.0
0.359
0 474
0.524
0.544
2804.0
431.6
102.9
32.7
ponents of the target I. shell, to the E shell of the
projecti:le. The convergence is quite comparable
with that we found in ionization calculations, and
occurs at about the same number of basis states.
An important new feature of our method is the
expansion of exp(iZ, t/k) given in Eci. (12). In this
way we feel we properly, or at least more prop-
erly, include resonance effects in our pseudostate
approach. The extent that this special treatment
of the resonance is important is illustrated in
Table III, which gives charge transfer cross sec-
tions for 2.5-MeV protons on argon. In Table III,
results are given for our calculation, including the6„factors as previously described, and for an
identical calculation except that all 6„'s[or the a,
see Eq. (18)] were set to zero. The comparison
between these two results shows the effect of not
averaging the resonance contribution, i.e. , the
r'esult a conventional calculation (if set on reso-
nance) would produce. . The third set of results
in Table III are for a calculation using a similar
basis, but with the scale factor in the basis func-
tions adjusted to place the. resonance energy ap-
proximately midway between adjacent eigenvalues
for both the s and p pseudostates. This basis thus
causes the resonance effect to be essentially
missed altogether. Comparison between calcula-
tions II and III shows the fluctuations one could ex-
pect as the basis set is varied if no attention is
paid to the resonance. For the K shell this is seen
to amount to over a factor of 2. Without the proper
treatment of the resonance effect the convergence
exhibited in Table II could not have been obtained.
Also note that for these processes, the resonance
only appears in second- and higher-order Born
terms. The first Born results are given in the
next to last row of Table III, and one can see that
the effect of the resonance treatment on the cor-
rections to the first Born are large indeed. [Here,
as for all results presented in this section, W(R)
=(1-e s)'/R. ] A similar study was also made for
6-MeV/amu o, particles on titanium, in a Is, 7p
basis. There setting the b,„'sto zero caused the
target E-shell cross section to change from 0.134
x10 ~ cm' to 0.159 x10""cm', the first Born
term is 0.118x 10 ~ cm'. Note that in this case
setting the 6„to zero caused an increase in the
cross section, and in the former a decrease. This
illustrates that the s and p resonance terms inter-
fere with each other, and with other higher-order
Born terms. We also point out that by the earlier
discussions, the resonance treatment may well be
expected to be even more important for small f,
that is for greater nuclear charge asymmetry be-
TABLE U. ~& dependence of target &- and L-shell charge-transfer cross sections; fuHy
stripped 6.07-MeV/amu He, C, and 0 on copper; (9s, 9p) basis.
acY
&-shell; cross sections in units of 10 4cm
+CT/ +p +Born ~+p +B K/ +p ~c~l~BK
12.85
2792
12140
0.402
0.359
.
0.370
0.170
0.173
0.194
0.991
1.144
1.290
0.406
0.314
0.287
L-shell; cross sections in units of 10 cm
83.31
8972
21440
2.603
1.154
0.654
3.232
1.309
0.681
5.336
3.523
2.336
0,488
0..328
0.280
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TABI E VI. Comparison of calculated &-vacancy production cross sections to experiment.
Fully stripped 6.07-MeV/amu He, C, and 0 on copper.
Kv(ZP)/ I KV(1)
OI (in barns) Oz/Zp (l n barns) Calculated Experimental
1753
14290
24400
438
397
381
0.986
1.081
1.326
1.03 ~ 0.01
1.17+ 0.02
1.33+0.02
~ Reference 17.
tween the collision partners.
%e mill now make a brief comparison between
these p-Ar target K-shell to projectile K-shell
and target L-shell to projectile K-shell cross sec-
tions and the experiments of Macdonald et gl, ' who
observed the cross section for charge transfer to
the projectile accompanied by production of a K-
shell hole in the target. Homever, if the require-
ment that the system wave function be antisym-
metric in the electron coordinates (space and spin)
is imposed, then the expression in the independent
particle model for the cross sectiori of simultan-
eously producing the charge-transferred state and
the K-shell hole involves terms in addition to that
corresponding to target K-shell to projectile K-
shell charge transfer. This is discussed in detail
in a recent paper by two of the present authors, '
and was already mentioned in Sec. III. Proper
calculations are planned, as well as an investiga-
tion of the full energy region covered by the ex-
periment. These calculations mill also be com-
pared to the more recent experiments of Cocke
ef; gl. ,' mho made similar measurements for other
(smaller Z„)targets. Nonetheless, our K-shell to
K-shell cross section for 2.5-MeV protons is 30.5
, barns, mhereas the experimental number is 19.2
+3.3 barns. Our total capture cross section,
summed over the K and L shells is 6800 barns.
The experimental value is 4500 barns. ' For the
total capture cross section, as opposed to charge
transfer accompanied by hole production, our pro-
cedure should be correct (within the independent-
particle model). We .note that our ratio of capture
from the target K shell to total capture is 0.0045,
which is in good agreement with the experimental
value of 0.005 +0.001.'
TABLE VII. Resonance (electron stripping) cross sections and impact-para. meter-
dependent probabilities. 6.07-MeV/amu He, C, and 0 on copper; (9s, 9p) basis.
Probabilities
Z& full )t cq) BK first Born (t~ sp Full first Born (t~s+t~ s(
0.2468 a,/Z„
6
8
3.857 ao/ZN
0.0946
0.6029
0.5946
0.0788
0.4067
0.4178
0.0939
0.8661
1.3703
0.0794
0.5032
0.6827
0.1024
0.7862
0.9208
0.0820
0.4502
0.4724
11.30 ao/Z@ 2
6
8
0.0356
0.0313
0.0152
0.0354
0.0320
0.0180
0.0358
0.0319
0.0156
Cross sections; in units of 10 cm .
OcT BK first Born, 0~ g
191.9
256.5
219.6
191.9
302.2
348.0
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Table IV illustrates the energy dependence of
our cross sections for a particles incident on ti-
tanium, and Table V the Z~ dependence for various
projectiles at 6.07 MeV/amu incident on copper.
The cross sections are generally a factor of 0.3-
0.5 times less than the Brinkman-Kramers (BK)
estimate. This means that for o. particles on ti-
tanium at the higher energies, our target Z-shell
charge-transfer cross sections are smaller than
previously postulated' on the basis of ionization
calculations and experiments on the projectile
charge dependence of target E-shell hole produc-
tion. This previous estimate was that charge
transfer should be at least as large as Brinkman-
Kramers. In Table IV the sudden increase of the
ratio to BK at 2 MeV/amu is a reflection of the
fact that at this energy the BK cross section has
started to rapidly decrease as the energy is de-
creased, whereas ours has not. That is, the peaks
in the cross sections are somewhat offset. Table
V shows that our cross sections, like the Brink-
man-Kramers, scale approximately as Z~. These
tables also show the extent to which our first Born
term is a good approximation to the actual cross
section. For a particles on titanium the agree-
ment is good except for the lowest energy. For
the various projectiles on copper at 6.0V MeV/
amu the full calculation and the first Born agree
to within a factor of 2 for the K shell, and much
closer for the L, shell.
In Table VI the charge transfer results of Table
V are combined with ionization cross sections o„
obtained in the same calculation, to obtain K-shell
vacancy production cross sections, orv= el+(1
+ —,')ocT. The factor (1+ —,') is included to account
approximately for charge transfer into the excited
bound states of the projectile. For this projectile
velocity and target the p of Ref. 2 is negative (p
=
-0.02), so without the inclusion of the charge-
transfer contribution to the vacancy production
the ratio 8 =o „(Z~)/Z2~o„gl)would be very much
less than one for the C and 0 projectiles. With
our charge transfer included, the agreement with
the experiment of Watson et gl." is fair.
In Table VII we present some sample results for
the cross section, and impact-parameter-depen-
dent probability, for transitions between the K
shell of the projectile and the continuum pseudo-
states (s and p) that are at the resonance energy.
The results we have chosen to present are for fully
stripped He, C, and 0 projectiles at 6.0V MeV/
amu incident on copper. As pointed out in Sec. III,
for these resonance processes we mulct average
any sharp resonance features in the probability.
These sharp features in the probability are pres-
ent only in the first Born U-potential contribution
~t~ s~', and this term was energy averaged in the
same scheme developed in Sec. II and used in the
amplitudes. Note that the first Born cross section
oU ~, for which the Z integrations may be done
analytically, is a very good approximation to the
true cross section at small Z~, and is still rea-
sonable at Z~= 8. The same thing is true of the
impact-parameter-dependent probabilities. These
BK first Born probabilities show the Z~ scaling
discussed in Sec. III. The cross sections them-
selves do turn oui to be rather insensitive to the
value of Z~, as the scaling arguments predicted.
Table VII also shows the more rapid falloff of the
probability with B that one has as f is increased.
Note also that at small B and the larger Z~, the
probability of electron removal from the projec-
tile to the continuum of the target is close to unity.
Finally, we note that the target resonance state
dominates the total electron removal cross section
by several orders of magnitude for Z~= 2, but is
only about half the total for Z~= 8.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have extended our previous efficient method
of calculating inner-shell ionization cross sec-
tions in asymmetric heavy-particle collisions to
include charge transfer. Our method expands the
time-dependent wave function in terms of basis
functions centered on the target nucleus. As in
our ionization calculations, we are able to pre-
tabulate the requisite matrix elements, and then
use them for all impact parameters. We have de-
veloped an efficient method for evaluating the ex-
change matrix elements; the method is appropriate
for the asymmetric collisions we are considering.
Our calculation simultaneously produces excita-
tion, ionization, and charge-transfer amplitudes,
so it is well suited to future extension to treat-
ment of multiple ionization and ionization accom-
panied by charge transfer.
An essential new feature of the present work is
the recognition of the importance of target con-
tinuum states the energy of which is equal to the
kinetic energy, in the target frame, of the elec-
tron on the projectile, and the development (Sec.
II) of a method of treating such resonance effects
in our pseudostate calculation. Only with this
resonance properly treated could the basis set
convergence achieved in this calculation have been
obtained.
In this initial paper on charge transfer we have
presented selected numerical results that demon-
strate our method, and that show the general
trends of our results, for Z„/Z~ in the range 4-18.
In particular, we show that for a particles on ti-
tanium in the energy range 2-8 MeV/amu, for
6.0V-MeV/amu fully stripped He, C, and 0 on
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copper, and for 2.5-MeV protons on argon the tar-
get K- and L-shell charge-transfer cross sections
are generally 0.3-0.5 times the Brinkman-
Kramers estimate. These cross sections all scale
approximately as Z~. That our supposed accurate
cross sections are in a roughly constant ratio to
Brinkman-Kramers over this rather wide range
of energies and projectile-target combinations il-
lustrates why empirically scaled BK cross sec-
tions have been found to give good fits to experi-
ment. For n particles on titanium our E-shell
charge-transfer cross sections, being 0.3 or so
times BK, are somewhat less than we estimated
earlier' on the basis of hole-production experimen-
tal data and our ionization calculati. ons. The small
but persistent discrepancy between our calculations
and experiment for K-shell hole production thus
remains a puzzle. For the various projectiles on
copper, our calculation is in fair agreement with
the K-shell hole production measurements of Wat-
son et gl. ,"and the charge transfer is a very ap-
preciable part of our hole-production cross sec-
tions. We have also compared our target K-shell
to projectile K-shell charge-transfer cross sec-
tions for 2.5-MeV protons on argon to the experi-
mental results of Macdonald et gl. ,' but noted that
a recent paper on the effects of .antisymmetry in
the independent-particle model shows that other
amplitudes are involved in a complete theoretical
description. '
We have noted that the time-reversed process
of charge transfer from the projectile K shell to
the resonance continuum state of the target is a
dominant electron stripping mechanism, especial-
ly for the smaller Z&/Zz. Such cross sections
have a much weaker Z~ dependence, the probability
at a given impact parameter scaling as Z~ in the
small ZJZ„limit and the cross sections being
roughly independent of Z~. Sample results were
presented for fully stripped 6.07-MeV/amu He,
C, and 0 projectiles on copper. We also noted,
and explicitly showed in our calculated results,
that the Brinkman-Kramers cross section domi-
nates for this process. This Brinkman-Kramers
probability at each impact parameter can be, and
is, calculated analytica'ly.
Our results have so far been restricted to only
s and p angular-momentum states in the target-
centered expansion of 4". Removal of this re-
striction is currently underway, as are also cal-
culations of multiple ionization and ionization ac-
companied by charge-transfer processes.
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APPENDIX
The wave function 4~' can be calculated very
quickly, as in our previous ionization calculations
using the U-matrix approach. ' In a one-centered
expansion for the wave function the direct matrix
elements of V+ 8'taken between eigenstates
g„'(r)Y,„(r)consist of a sum of analytic terms,
functions of R only, combined with quickly cal-
culable factors such as B/R, Z/R, etc. The indi-
vidual terms can be stored in the computer as func-
tions of R, and the full matrix element recon-
structed as needed for each value of Z and B. This
is not the case with the so-called exchange ma-
trix elements M, ,
M, ,„(B,Z) = exp[-f IR —r I —n, ,r+ix, 'r ]
x [U+fW] Y,„(r)r'd'r . (24)
VM= r' P~gx)P, (x) e p(i', rx) dx (26)
by numerical quadrature. We take care to do so
in such manner as to lead to an expression of the
form
yM &s ~ f L1m exp( Pkfm&)j
The form of this integrand is important as the r
integration
a~ „(R,t)(U+fW) exp[-( n, ,'+ P,)r]x~"dr.
0
(27)
The integral here cannot be evaluated analytically,
and if it could be it still would not be a function ofR
only, but rather afunetionof Band Z. But even more
serious it should be observed that M, ,„(B,Z) has a
range in R which is of the order f ', i.e., it falls to
zero very slowly as R -. Subsequent integrations on
the variable Z with oscillatory factors such as
exp[i(A., -&„)Z]canbe verytedious, andunless spe-.
cial care is taken M, ,„(B,Z) might need to be evalua-
ted at alarge number ofZ points, say 400, to obtain
tcT accurately. It is just these difficulties that led us
away from the use of a two-centered expansion in .,
the first place, and we must now demonstrate how
to solve them.
We used the following treatment of M, , (B,Z).
Our first step is to exhibit the angular dependence
of exp(-f
I
R —r I) by formaHy expanding it in a
complete set of spherical harmoni. cs
exp( f I R —r I) = p Yl„(r")Y~~(8)aJ. „(R,r) . (25)
L,N
To cast the r integration in M, , into a convenient
form, we evaluate the r integration in the follow-
ing manner. The f„integration gives M = m. We
next evaluate the remaining integral on g = cos8„,
which is of the form
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can be performed exactly. " This procedure leads
to a form for M, , (B,Z) of
M, , (B,Z) = Q I'~~(R}C~, (R) .
L
(28)
We have thus, for our one-centered basis, cast
the exchange matrix elements into the form of
functions, of R, that can be precomputed and then
used for all B, multiplied by easily calculable
functions of B and Z, the Y'~ (R). Detailed tables
of the matrix elements are available. " The ele-
ments C~(, (R) are used to construct matrix ele-
ments for the pseudostates,
C",
,„(R)= Q d„*,C;,„(R) (29)
and
M", (R)= Q Cz („(R)I',(R),
where
(30)
The matrix elements C~,„(R}are stored at the
set of integration points used for R, and the
M",„(R}constructed as needed.
The sum on I. of E(l. (30) is (Iuite rapidly con-
vergent, and less than a 15% error in the cross
sections is made by using only L= 0 and 1. How-
ever, in most calculations we used a maximum L
of 3 and tested convergence by using L= 4, which
produced a change in the final answers of less than
0.5%. In the sum of E(I. (2t) up to 60 points were
used to establish satisfactory convergence. The
typical number of points used for the present cal-
culations was 28 for L= 0, 34 for L= 1, 40 for L
= 2, and 46 for L = 3.
The initial setting up of these matrix elements
takes roughly half of the total running time of the
computer program. But once stored they can be
used at any value of B and Z, subject, of course,
to the condition that (B'+Z')'~'=R, where R is
or
r (o OQ
Z(Z) dZ D(Z') dZ'
0P 0
(31a)
& Z dZ Z' dZ'.
0 Z
The analysis closely parallels that used previously
in our ionization calculations. Here by B(Z) we
refer to integrals containing exchange matrix ele-
ments of U+ fW of the type discussed above. By
D(Z) we mean integrals involving only one-cen-
tered matrix elements of V+ W, such as appear in
the U-matrix [E(I. (20}]. Explicitly, the expres-
sion for g' obtained, when the initial target state
has angular-momentum quantum numbers $ and
m, is
an integration point. Note that since we alter the
basis for each projectile energy, to bring one of
the continuum pseudostates into resonance and be-
cause of the X, dependence of the matrix elements,
the C» must be recomputed for each projectile
energy. Note also that these matrix elements
must be recomputed when Z~, or f, is changed.
The above treatment of the exchange matrix ele-
ments greatly speeds the computation, but in itself
is not enough to eliminate completely the consid-
erable computational time that has been associated
with the charge-transfer problem since its incep-
tion. The difficulty lies in the number of integra-
tion points needed to perform the next step, the Z
integration. If we had to construct the C~ „(R)at,
say, 400 points instead of the typical 30 or 40
needed in our treatment of the ionization problem,
then our program for charge transfer would be
10 times slower, and therefore only 10 times or
so faster than conventional two-centered meth-
ods. ' The expenditure of such computer time may
be justifiable for the fundamental proton-hydrogen
system, but it is not practical for the many pro-
jectile-target arrangements of interest here.
We achieve another order of magnitude savings
by the following treatment of the Z integrations.
Using time-reversal symmetry we write all inte-
grals involving &I ('& [Eq. (18}]in the form of either
t'" =n'~' f'~')(-1)'" Q I Q ((( , & +J(„,|,.)( —1)'"„"„"T„(„,„)., ,„&.,(,0)(film)" (nlm)»~
(n&m&'"+ (n(m& )(nlm& "(n'l"m& ~ t '} )I (nlm&(nlm& () } (-3
(nlrb)»~
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Here
00j(„,m)(B) = M(nm(B& Z)
x exp[i(X, —X„)Z]dZ, (33)
f,„,„,(B)= P J M,",„,(B,Z)-{elm)'
x exp[i(X, —&„,)Z]
( T(n(m)(nlm)'(
(n(m) (n(m')) d (34)
where ((= n~~ZI2ku, as before.
The exchange integral Z(„,„&[the one in E(l.(31a)) is the difficult one containing extended in-
tegrands. Note that the real part of J&„,& for l-m
even and the imaginary part for / -m odd that come
from the U part of U+f Ware the same as arise in
the Brinkman-Kramers amplitude. These integrals
over Z can be and were evaluated analytically. The
resulting expressions are in terms of modified
Bessel functions K„(cB).The W part of these inte-
grals are somewhat less troublesome to do nu-
merically, as they fall off faster in A. Thus we
have an analytic evaluation of the first Born am-
plitude t~ ~, and, we feel, a very accurate evalua-
tion of t~ ~. The parts of the exchange integral
J&„,& uot done analytically are integrated numeri-
cally with a six-point integration rule. The direct
integrals required in computing the U matrix are
evaluated by using a second-order polynomial, as
was done in our previous ionization work. ' The
remaining integral I(„,„&[or E(l. (3lb)] has been
constructed to go to zero for large Z, and is
therefore untroublesome. It was evaluated by the
above rule, using a first-order polynomial. The
important feature of this scheme is that 4"(r,Z)
need only be known at 40 or 50 points in Z to. ac-
curately evaluate the integrals.
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